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ABSTRACT

OSR limits are designed to protect the assumptions made in the facility safety analysis
in order to preserve the safety envelope during facility operation. Normally, limits are
set based on "worst case conditions" without regard to the likelihood (frequency) of a
credible event occurring. In special cases where the accident analyses are based on
"time at risk" arguments, it may be desirable to control the time at which the facility is at
risk.

A methodology has been developed to use OSR limits to control the source terms and
the times these source terms would be available, thus controlling the acceptable risk to
a nuclear process facility. The methodology defines a new term "gram-days." This
term represents the area under a source term (inventory) vs. time curve which
represents the risk to the facility. Usir_g the concept of gram-days (normalized to one
year) allows the use of an accounting scheme to control the risk under the inventory
vs. time curve. The methodology results in at least three OSR limits: (1) control of the
maximum inventory or source term, (2) control of the maximum gram-days for the
period based on a source term weighted average, and (3) control of the maximum
gram-days at the individual source term levels.

Basing ")SR limits on risk based safety analysis is feasible, and a basis for
development of risk based limits is defensible. However, monitoring inventories and
the frequencies required to maintain facility operation within the safety envelope may
be complex and time consuming.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

OSR Operational Safety Requirements
SAR Safety Analysis Report
SL Safety Limit
LCS Limiting Control Settings
LCO Limiting Conditions for Operation
IX)E Department of Energy
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
CTF Consolidated Tritium Facility
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FOREWORD
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and ASEA Brown Boveri Government Services Inc. (ABBGSl) under Contract
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RISK BASED LIMITS FOR OPERATIONAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS (OSR)

1.0 Introduction.

OSR limits are designed to protect the assumptions made in the facility safety analysis
in order to preserve the safety envelope during facility operation. Normally, limits are
set based on "worst case conditions" without regard to the likelihood (frequency) of a
credible event 1 occurring. In special cases where the accident analyses are based
on "time at risk" arguments, it may be desirable to control the time at which the facility
is at risk.

OSR Significance Criteria are currently the basis for determining which accidents will
require OSR limits. The criterion used to protect the health and safety of the public is
500 millirem to the maximum exposed individual at the site boundary (unmitigated
offsite consequences). This means that accidents having releases greater than 500
millirem offsite will require OSR limits. In effect, these limits do not consider frequency.
The upper bounds for the OSR limits are the Risk Acceptance Guidelines published in
Reference 1.0.

2.0 Backgroun_

Normally, accident analyses are performed to determine the sequence of events,
mitigating design features, consequences, and the risks associated with the accidents
under analysis. In determining the risk associated with a specific event, the initiating
event frequency (e.g., earthquake) is combined with the calculated consequences
(onsite or offsite doses in rem).

,,

[ EQI" R=I, *D I

where R = Risk in rem/yr
If = Initiating Event Frequency in events/yr

and D = Dose in rem

In certain accident analyses, a time at risk argument can be used where the facility
may be at risk for a short period of time instead of continuously. The new risk
calculation would be performed by combining the initiating event frequency with a
conditional probability (a function of the time at risk) and then combining that product
with the dose to calculate the risk:

[EQ'2: RC= (I,* Pc)* D I

where Pc is the conditional probability

In this way, an accident which has unacceptable risk could be partitioned into
accidents which would place the facility at risk over short periods of time where each of

1 A credible event is one with a frequency greater than 1.0E-6/yr.
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the accidents analyzed would be in a range of acceptable risk. Using this approach
would require preserving the times at risk with facility administrative controls.
Partitioning of an accident into smaller discrete events would be acceptable provided
the total risk for ali of the partitioned events did not exceed the risk for the weighted
average source term at the initiating event frequency. Therefore:

[EQ 3: at < (Dwa)(If) ]

where Dwa is the weighted average dose; therefore:

Dwa = (Dose Factor)[(Pcl)(S1)+(Pc2)(S2)+(Pc3)(S3)+(Pc4)(S4)+...+(Pcn)(Sn)],
where Sn is the individual source term for the partitioned events, and

If = the initiating event frequency.

In addition, (Pcl+Pc2+Pc3+Pc4+ .... +Pcn) = 1.0

In EQ 2, the dose, D (in rem), is proportional to the source term and the frequency is
equal to the initiating event frequency times the conditional probability. If the initiating
eve__tfrequency is constant, then the risk will be proportional to the source term and
the conditional probability, assuming that the total source term is released. Therefore:

[ EQ 4:Rc = [Constant* Source terms] * [If * (Pc)] ]

where the constant is a dose factor, and Pc is the % time at the Source Terms,
and, if the initiating event frequency is constant, then,

[ EQ 5: Rc ~ (Source terms * %Time at Source terms) [

If risk is proportional to the source terms and the time that the facility maintains a
specific source term, then the OSR must control the risk by controlling the source terms
and the time at risk. The source terms and time at risk are the key measurable initial
conditions assumed in the risk analysis and, therefore, should be candidates for OSR
limits. The basic concept is that protection of the health and safety of the public is
dependent on limiting the operation of the facility within the initial conditions assumed
in the SAR accident analysis.

With an infinite number of source terms and a set of times corresponding to the times
the facility could have those source terms, a smooth curve could be developed with
source terms on the abscissa and the time on the ordinate (normalized to one year)
which would describe the safety envelope. The facility would be required to maintain
the source terms during operation within the area under that curve. The area under
the source terms-time curve defines the facility risk described in the SAR for a
particular accident.

-2-
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3.00SR Limits

Based on the criteria in Reference 1, the accidents with consequences above the OSR
Significance Criteria, but below the risk acceptance guidelines are candidates for OSR
limits. For this discussion, the source terms are equal to the inventories of radioactive
material within the facility being analyzed. Therefore, the OSR limits are required to
control the inventory and the time that inventory is expected to be present. If the time
that the inventory is expected to present is not controlled, then operation outside of the
accident analysis is possible without violating the OSR limits. Because the facility
inventory is considered a measurable process variable assumed as an initial condition
in the Safety Analysis Report (SAR), the OSR limit controlling inventory should be a
Safety Limit (SL).

Violation of an SL is an undesirable event; therefore, safety limits are normally
protected by Limiting Control Settings (LCSs). Where LCSs are not practical, i.e.,
where the SL cannot be directly controlled and/or alarmed, the SL may be protected
by Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) which should provide a significant margin
between the SL and LCO so that operator can take appropriate action before the
safety limit is reached. Normally, if an event results in consequences beyond the OSR
Significance Criteria but below the risk guidelines, an SL is set at the accident
analysis value and a LCS or LCO is set so as to limit the accident consequences to the
OSR significance criteria. Where piacing the LCS or LCO would severely restrict
facility operation, a limit can be chosen which provides enough margin to allow
operator action to prevent exceeding the safety limit even though it may be above the
OSR Significance Criteria. This is permitted in Reference 1.

To illustrate how limits can be set based on SAR risk analysis, an example case is
presented in the following pages.

4,0 Case Study

For this case (see Accident A, Table 1.0), the original accident was assumed at the
maximum possible inventory at the initiating event frequency. This accident was found
to be beyond the Risk Acceptance Guidelines in Reference 1. Based on historical
data, the maximum possible inventory was partitioned into four separate inventories,
whicl" are expected to be present for discrete intervals of time. The risk of these
inventories was then calculated using the initiating event frequency multiplied by the
conditional probabilities (based on time at risk) and the consequences determined
from the individual inventories (See Accidents A1 through A4). The purpose of these
calculations was to ensure that the risk associated with these separate inventories
were within the Risk Acceptance Guidelines presently in Reference "1(See Figure 1.0).
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Table 1.0
Case 1 Accident Analysis Data and Results

(Offsite Conseauen_es}

Accident Inventory Time @ if ° Pc Consequence Guidelines Risk'
NO. (Ci ! Risk (%1 (rem_ (rem ! lrem/yr)

A. 6.0E+7 N/A 2.0E-4/yr 8.0 2.8 1.6E-3
i

Al. 6.0E+7 1.0 2.0E-6/yr 8.0 20.0 1.6E-5
,, ,

A2. 4.0E+7 4.0 8.0E-6/yr 5.3 10.0 4.24E-5
....

A3. 2.9E+7 15.0 3.0E-5/yr 3.9 6.0 1.17E-4

A4. 1.7E+7 80.0 1.6E-4/yr 2.3 3.0 3.68E-4

Weighted 2.02E+7 100.0 2.0E-4/yr 2.73 2.8 5.46E-4
Average

Figure 1.0 illustrates the Risk Acceptance Guidelines in Reference 1 for radiation
doses outside the site boundary. The guidelines are based on three points. The
points include (1) the NRC Reactor Siting Criteria from 10CFR Part 100 (25 Rem at a
frequency of 1.0E-6/yr), (2) the approximate dividing point between accidents which
occur more than or less than once per year (0.5 rem, at 1.0E-2/yr), and (3) airborne
emission limits specified in DOE Order 5400.5 and 40 CFR, Part 61 (10 millirem, at
1.0/yr). See Reference 4 for a detailed discussion of the basis for the Risk Acceptance
Guidelines. A similar curve exists for onsite doses, or risk for facilities adjacent to the
accident site.
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RISK ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA & ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCES
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For comparison and clarity, the risk associated with the accidents of interest and the
OSR SignificanceCriterionare plottedon the same graph. Noticethat the resultsof
the accidentanalysis,which considerstime at risk,are abovethe OSR Significance
Criterionbut withinthe guidelines. The accidentanalysisdefines the "safety
envelope"and must be prote,--ted;_ythe OSR limits•

lt shouldbe noted here that howthe time and inventorylimitsare specifiedshouldbe
discussedin detail with the facilityto determine if the requiredquantitiescan be
measuredat the specifiedtimes to ensure that the SLs can be met. LCOs, which
protectthe SLs, includingsurveillancerequirementsshouldalso be discussed.

Controllin_oTime at Risk for SDecific Inventories

So that progressvariableswhich controlriskcan be measured,the inventory is
convertedto grams and the percent time is convertedto days (normalizedon one
year). Ti..s will introducea new unit,gram-days, for the area underthe inventory-time
curve. Because an infinitenumberof inventoriesfor ourcase do notexist, facility
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operation would be limited to maintaining inventories within the time specified by
limiting the number of gram-days within each range using the maximum inventory
values. In addition, a maximum number of gram-days would be established based on
the weighted average source term for the entire year to ensure that the total
•:=ceptable risk is not exceeded. Therefore, the analysis would result in at least three
limits. The first would control the maximum inventory in grams (i.e., 6233 grams), the
second would control the maximum gram-day values in the table, and the third would
control the maximum amount of gram-days allowed for one year based on an
inventory weighted average (see Table 2.0).

Using the ranges is conservative, in that the total number of gram-days is calculated
using the maximum inventory value in each range. This ensures that the actual area
(gram-days) under the inventory-time risk curve is not exceeded (see Figure 2.0) In
addition, facility operation at the nominal value (the inventory present 80% of the time)
is not limited because the total gram-days at that value (644,590 gm-days) will never
exceed the total amount of gram-days calculated at the weighted average (766,000
gm-days).

Table 2.0
Inventories, Ri_naes. and Risk in Gram-Days

....RANGE IN TIME IN RANGE MAXIMUM GRAM-DAYS
CURIES NORMALIZED INVENTORY AT MAXIMUM

(CI) TO 1 YR IN GRAMS VALUE
..... 19626 gm/CI) ,

6.0E+7 to 1.0%= 3.65clays 6233 22,750
4.0E+7

4.0E+7 to 4.0%= 14.6days 4155 60,663
2.9E+7

,, ,,

2.9E+7 to 15.0%= 54.75 3013 164,962
1.7E+7 days

1.7E+7 to 80.0%= 292 days 1766 515,672
0.0
i

Using the concept of gram-days normalized to one year allows the use of an
accounting scheme which commences with an initial amount at the maximum values
at the beginning of the cycle (each cycle is equal to one calendar year). Operation in
each range is allowed until the allotted gram-days are depleted. Therefore, the facility
must be able to measure the quantities present on some periodic basis, preferably
days, to keep an accounting of the amount of gram-days used. When the allotted
amount of gram-days is depleted, then operation within that range is prohibited for the
remainder of the cycle. At the end of each cycle, new maximum amounts are
established.

-6-
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INVENTORY AND RANGES
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FIGURE 2.0

For example, the facility may have an inventory of 4000 grams at startup and operate
at that level for about 7 days, then drop clown to 1700 grams for a period of 15 days,
then back up to a quantity of 3900 grams for a period of four days, then back down to
3000 grams for 10 days, and finally operate for an indefinite period below 1700 grams.

An inventory of 4000 grams puts the facility in Range 2. The total gram-days used
prior to operation is zero; therefore, the total gram-days used in Range 2 is 4000
grams x 7 days, or 28,000 gram-days. Even though operating at 1700 grams is
allowed indefinitely, calculation of the gram-days is required to keep track of the total
gram-days to ensure meeting the weighted average limit. Before operating at the
3900 gram level, a calculation of the gram-days used combined with the projected
gram-days available must be performed. For example, 28,000 gram-days were used
in Range 2, leaving 32,663 gram-days available. Operating at 3900 grams would
allow operation for approximately 8 days. Therefore, operation for four days would be
acceptable. This type of accounting would be required throughout the cycle. For
some facilities, it may be desirable to develop different ranges, or customized
accounting schemes. This is acceptable as long as operation of the facility is
maintained within the operational safety envelope.
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Surveillances for the LCOs which protect the safety limits should be develeped to
verify inventories on a daily basis. If this is prohibited by facility design and operation,
then other surveillance intervals may be used, provided they do not allow operation
beyond the safety envelope defined in the SAR.

5.0 Conclusioq

Basing OSR limits on risk based safety analysis is feasible, and a basis for
_Jevelopmentof risk based limits is defensible. However, monitoring inventories and
the frequencies required to maintain facility operation within the safety envelope may
be complex and time consuming.
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